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Delores A, Parker
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The purpose of this monograph is to discuss the .

role of the student personnel,worker in'coutiseling
adult'students, identify some of the needs of
worn, students; present some reasons why women

,

return to college, review research regarding
women's utilization of a student personnel depart-
ment, analyze admission requirements for adult
students,15-atline some workshops for counselors
that promote sex equity, review sometexisting
programs which promote sex equity, review legis1N-
tion which.prollibits s'ex.discrlmination in
educational programs, and offer specific recom-
mendations for change that will enhance educational

-opportunities fOr women in higher. educatioll,
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Fl-htorical Perspective

In order- to' pain a complete understanding of the material that will

be discussed in this manograph, At,is important to review briefly the

philosophies which have undergirded higher education in America: the

philosophy of aristocracy, the philosophy of meritocracy, and the
, philosophy of egalitarianism.

Higher education in America during the early years was designed

mostly for male students who came from wealthy families 0 that they

coAd assume their pr per status in society. Some of these stu ents

had strong academic a lities while others did not. It was assuhid,

that the poor, ethnii c minorities, and women would not need an edultion

because theirstatu-s-tn life had already been determined by birth.

However, some finishing schools were established for female students

from, families of the aristocracy.

The philosophy that higher education was a birthright was challenged
i

by those who advocated that education wa an earned ri Advocates

of the philosophy Of leritocracy emphasized that attendance at college

should be determined by a person's scholastic ability and willingness

to sfudy hard. This philosophy was reiterated by the land-grant
1

colleges and universities which encouraged common laborers to send

\their Oildren who had the acaAmic ability to schools which they

could afford.

The meritocracy philosophy reached its peak during the 1950Ns,

Students who did not have money or social status but who had academic (\

/

talent and the desire to work hard were widely recruited. The

meritocracy philosophy can be considered as the first dffort to

demotratize higher education in America because it broke down barriers

that had been imposed by the aristocracy. However, advoCates of

meritocracy also imposed certain academic barriers, which led to the

widespread use of academit aptitude tests for admission,. qhus, while$

the philosophy of the aristocracy catered to a small elite portion of

our society, that of the meritocracy also caterbd,to a small number of

collee-aged students.
,

. In the early 1970's, one could see visible effects of efforts to

democratize higher education with the opening of colfege doors to a

3



larger segm/ent of the total population/ The philbsophy of egalitarianism

(education for all) has presented manyyroblems for educators in that)

they have tried to educate these new students by traditional methods. '

As a result of the egalitarianism philosophy, women, minority groupi,

knd the handicapped have sought their places in the educational

arena in large numbers. These groups have brought with them special
problems and crcerns. Some of these problems 4,0 concerns related

J.to women will be discussed later in this monograph.
4

The Role of the Student Personnel Worker in

Counseling Adult Student

The far goals for adult education, and for other
education, are to find the processes, the way in
which we can help people become all they are

(- capable-of becoming.... To help the client
achieve s'uch intrinsic learning is the far goal
of counseling. (Maslow, 1965, p. 205)

Farmer (1967) identifies three areas which should be considered
by the student personnel worker in copnseling with adult students:

age, psychological maturity, and social roles.

Studies have shown that ttle adult student' ability changes withl
age. The Army Alpha test used during World War I, and tests conducted
in1928 by Thorndike and others, set the peak learning age of the

adult student at 21 to 22 years. Thereafter, these researchers found

that adult learning ability declines at an increased rate until the

age of approximately 42 to 60. The early standardUation of the

Wechsler Bellevue moved the Peak performance years to 25 to 29.

This does not mean that thp older adult cannot learn; it does mean

that physiologically the adult's reaction time may become slower with
age.

According to Farmer (1967) adult students have multi-dimensional

abilities which are not indicated if only a single measuremen%is used':

Kingsley Wientge-af the University of Missouri at St. Louis (quoted in

Farmer, 1967) states that new measures must be devised anti standardized

for adults in order to assess their academic abilitfes. ReCent task
forces and commissigns are recommending that life experience be



onsidered in.deter5ining academic credit.

Psychological matUrity is the second area which-student personnel

worker should consider in counseling adult sludents. As the person

moves th ough the adult years, there is a div&sification

skills, atiltudes, and interests (Farmer, 1967). Adtilt students have

a tencOetto se wha they know instead of reacting to new
1

posibilities

for action. They tend repeat behaviotal pattPrns even though these

may limit their ability to perceive effective alternatives.

The adult's social roles comprise the third area of which student

personnel workers must be'cognizant in counseling with adult studerits.

Social roles increase as adults get older. Society places ceetain

expectations on adults as they move through different age-time zonesc

In.addition to family respOnsibiliti,es, for example, adults have

obligations imposed by their jobs.

Braud (1967) perceives the role of the student personnel worker

as that of a "go betweien"--helPing the student relate his/her educational

venture to the past",- present and future (p. 149). The student peesonnel

worker, according to Braud, must-be alert to the needs of the student,

able'to evaluate the fallowing questions in counseling the adult

student:
,

What does thAs student want and why?

Does this institution -Crrier what he is seeking?

Do his ambitions seem realistic with respect to
previous experience, domestic and voc.itional
settings

i

nd finances'?

rDoes his ecent work and past indicate construCtive
achievement ,and moderate progress, or possibly
confusion, poor efficiency or self-defeating
behavior?

Does he appear informed about what hejs seeking?'

Is-he confident or diffident?

Does' he have any major relevant problem's or handicaps?

How might-he best start?'

What administrative steps might, be necessary?
(Braud, 1967, p. 153)

If counselors.are to provide effectite serviCes for adult students,,

they must be able to...answer all of these questions and mustalso develop
;



certain competenc1es.1 One project that has been developed specifically

.for adult counselors)is discussed below,

Adult Career Education Counseling Project

The Adult Carei Education Counseli g Project is a special projeci

funded by the U.S\ Office of Educatio Division of Occupational and

Adult Hu-cation, and developed-by the Northwest Regional Educational

Laboratory in Portland, Oregon. The gener4 objective of the project

is to pilot test and'evaluate a competency-based open-entry/Opert-exit

training model for adult counseling and guidance pr gr s.

The project has four specific objectives: (a) i ntify the roles

of counselors and staff members in adult education with counseling'and

guidance functions, (b) develop a setOf necessary competencies for

adult education counselors and staff members with counseling and

guidance functions, (c) develop a process for the installation of

competencies through pre- and inservice programs, and (d) test and

evaluate the initial set of competencies.

The Adult Career Education Counseling project has tentatively

identified 23 competencies heeded by counselors who work with adult-

students (Hartwig, 1975):

1. Demonstrate ability to 'differentiate hetWeen the concepts of
guidance and counseling.,

-

2. Demonstrate ability to manage learning activities for cbunselor
aides (paraprofessionals) in adult counseling programs.

3. Demonstrate ability to develop a team approach with administrators,
teachers, paraprofessionals, resource agencies, and the like in adult
counseling and guidance programs.

f 4. Demonstrate knowledge of community resources agencie.

5. Demonstrate ability to conduct a needs assessment survey to
determine adult education guidance '6nd counseling needs in the community

6. Demonstrate ability to function in different.adult education
settings.

7. Demonstrate-ability to design an adult counseling and guidance
program as an integral part of an adult iducation program.

- 8. Demonstrate ability to coordinate an adult counseling program
as an integral part of,an adult education program.

9. Demonstrate ability to interact with local,businesses, industries,
and ynions in order to promote career opportunities and prepare the clients
for entry into the labor market.

6
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10. Demonstrate awareness of problems such as alienation,
stereotyping, and racial discrimination encbunterediib a work environ7
ment. .0

* 11. Demonstrate ability to counsel client regarding retirement
plans.

12. Demonstrate ability to counsel client regarding leisure time
and avocational activities.'

13. Demonstrate ability to.coordinate activities related to
v'etentibn,of adult students.

14. Demonstrate ability to establi.sh short-term (1-2 years) and
long-term (5-10 years) follow-up studies of adult students.

15. Demonstrate articulation of personal counseling theory and
its theoretical basis.

16. Demonstrateability to carry out a one-to-one counseling
session.

P. Demonstrate ability to 'conduct a guidance interview to achieve
a specific end.

18. Demonsrl^ate awareness of various racial, e'thnic, economic, and k

age groups.

19. Demonstrate awareness of adult education terminology and
proposal writing procedures. -

.0
\

0/

20: Demonstrate awareness of career patterns and mtdcareer chqnges.

21. Demonstrate ability to assist adult students 'in eduCational
rogram planning.

.

22. Demonstrate ability to structure and conduct4group sessions6
. and counseling sessions.
,

.

.
. 23. Demonstrate awarenessof budgeting ankOmlnistration systems

procedures.
) t

k
,

As we approach the 80's, .we may safely assume that more projects

will be developed in order to atist counsiflors to respond to the

changing needs of adult students. /

Counseling Women Students

Since the eavly 1960's women have been rgturning to higher

educational in5stitutions in larger numbers'than ever 4fore. Berry

(1972) declares that this .increase of wom6 students is due to awareness

of the New Womanhood. She notes that women have come to realize that

they lack self-fulfillment in their own liVes and feel a loss of

personal identity. Many 'are now confessing that they have lost the

tpman contact that is normally associated with work. Thesq women

PO
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complain that they are living only through their husbands and their

children.-

Friedan'(1963)0articulates the growing pioblem of women who

are fed up with living solely through thetr families, terMing it the

problem of "nu name" (p. 33). She feels that society cannot ignore

the voices of women Who are saying, wanesomething more than my

husband, my children, and my home." Friedan's contention is that the

"no name" problem puzzling so many Women tOday does not have anything

to dp with the "Ioss of femininity or torb much education, or the demands

of domestic1ty7"

_As women sought to gain re-enthance into educational institutions,

counselors, administrators, and faculty realized that they were dealing
with a new breed. These women were choosing to pursue majors other

than the traditional ones of teachin.9, nursing, and social work. High
school guidance counselors, also, had to become cognizant\cif,changing

trends in order to avoid exploring only traditional occupational routes
with their women counselees. RequeAs. for information about the availa-
,bility of jobs, approximate salaries, and opportunities for promotion

became questions frequently asked by women students.

The demand for equal'opportunity to achieve educational and tareer
goals was highligfited by the women's movement in the late 1960's which
sought to eradicate barriers against job discrimination. The National

Organization for Women (NOW) and a number of other groups directed

attention to the plight of Women in our society. 1

The 70's is.a very challenging era for counselors!and educators

because they bear the.priMary burden 1 helping our society.cope with

the emergirig "New Womanhood."' 6'erry (1972), asserting that counselors

nine activities in the areas of educattonal and vocational information

must be knowledgeable of current trends in-the education of womn, lists

which counselors Must perform..

. 1. _Collect materials-describing emerging opportunities for women
in new fields suth as ecology, consumer health, home-related services,
and apprentice professional training.

,2. Seek, secure, and use newly developed materials and media
that combat seXism hy`thowing women in job, career, and po)itical
situations commonly reserved for men.
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, k 3. Arrange educational and information sessions,to help parents
unAerstand and accept the life and career perspectives of their
daughters.

4. Assist girls to make occupational choices in traditional
male occupations such as dentistry, engineering, law, and medicine.

5: Motivate girls toward leadership positions and career goals
that lead to the highest levels of responsillilities in private business
and local, state, and federal government.

6. Provide detailed assistance with scholarship, loan, and fellow-
ship opportunities and applications needed to support girls anid women
in their educational and vocational pursuits.

7. Plan communitioworkshops and seminarsessions for employees and
school placement officers to check ba new job opportunities and avenues
of career advancement for women.

(,
8. . Make an all-out effort to unders:tand barriers erected bpwomen

for themselves.

9. Assist-in.explaining to young men, who are often baffled by
tbe "New.Womanhood," the rising vocational and career-'priorities of
girls and women.

Counselors, according' to Berry, mist take steps to overcome gprsonal

biases concerning the isole of women in certain career occupations. She

explains diat as the counselor becomes knowledgeable by reading and

pursuing educational experiences, he/she will dispel such myths as

Women do not want to work for a wbman Oss; Women take mor sick leave

than men; Older women workers are unattractive and inefficient; or

Women suffer unmentionable, vague diseases in middle life.
,

Clark (as'quoted in Moore, 1975) describes the cooling but process

as the process of rechanneling overaspiring,students from transfer

programs into a terminal curriculu* He- is referring primarily to

low-achieving students in a two-year college. Moore states that

rechanneling nontraditional career aspirations into traditional,

choices for women students can also be called Cooling out. She

articulates:

a woman desiring to be a physician must also desire
transfer td a four-year college, and to be cooled
out of one is to be cooled out of the other. (p. 580)

Interviewing 62 women in three two-year colleges in New York

State, Moore concluded that four basic
r

factors serve a ,coolers in
.

terms of the career education of women: parents, unc ntrollable

cirtumstances, counselors, anCI the two-year college.

9
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According to Moore, the-most obvious influence guiding women

into traditional feminiae roles is parents. Thirty-two of the

women.interviewed indicated that One or both parents had directly

influenced their career choices. Women studenls.felt that their

parent(s) supported their ccireer choices if the career.was one the

parent(s) wanted them 'to chodse,* was one that the parent(s) felt they

were capable, of being successful in., or mas oh lwhica parent-was

already employed.

Moore found tha't 6thers had greater influen'ce than mothers on

wdmen's choosing:nontraditional careers. The ,m hers who opposed -

their daughters' phoosing nontraditional careers objected because they
,

did not want theif daughters to choose Zn'"antisocial career":such-as -

law, or an "unfeminine.6reer" such as physicaiWucation, or a "too

differen't" careen .such.As electric.il.teChRolOgy.

ThOfrsecond obstacle that-keeps women out of nohtraditional careers

is uncontr011able circumstances. . Three factOrs wpre.cited as uncontrollable

circumstlinces--money, competition;:and being'a.woman. 'Money was seen

by the women nterviewed as "an ol?stacle if
. the career was one for

which there' was alreadY'an Overs'upplyOf Oeopl-e for available jobs.
.

*

3 The women were alsb onCerned With having'-tp 'compete both with women,

in traditional careers ('teaChing, nutsing) and with men in nontraditiOnal,

careers (law, medicine). Femaleoess 'was percOved as an obstacTeiOr

women who had Chosen nontraditiOnai_caers

The third tooler as percWed,by Mobrd.is the cou*lor,. ,.Women

in the study felt that counselors-had:creat:ed.obstacles to their choosing,

careers they wanted, e.9., engineeeing,, medicine, andlaw. Some women

(40%) were disillusioned with th:eir high school'cou'nselori, feeling

that their counselors were 'too busY, too bosq,,too fixated on college'

admissions, or indifferent to them as. individuals" (p: 582). WQmen

enrolled in both tradltional and nontraditioN1 careers stimm4i.up

their experiences with colTege.counselors.in the fOlowing ways;

(1) They had not seen a college counsel6r;-(2)alhey'sawra cOunselor -

only for routine'scheduling of courses; .13-(3).They went to z faculty

member instead of a college counselor:, Many,women students' had.already

encountered,counselors whokzttempted to cool them.out of nontraditional

,10
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careers before they reached coligge; tHerefore, thoy avoided counselors
,

once they got to co1leg'Y One woMan.summed,up her-feelings toward

counselors in the following way: "Who needs.them? They'd only geV in
hi

MY way"'(p. 582).

The final cooler considered by Moore-is the D-year college C,

itself\f College personnel,in many cases,"still perceive curricula

stich as secretWal science, early childhood edu ation., and other

-' traditionally 4em'a1e careers as being strietly fo -nales and do not

encourage women students to seek careers in engineering echnology,

*" forestry, or animal science. .

Moore's study was concerned primarily with two-year ci 1

, but much of the information discussedrhere is also applicable

four-year college or university setting:

%Needs of:Women Students

ege women,

Social Needs

. Mohaghan (1974) indicates that the social needs of women are the

same as those of any 'other human being. She conducted a study*

4 designed specifically for older women at Memphis State University,

based on MaSlow's hierarchy of needs, consisting of 25 questions

relating to social needs,.combined.into a six-step Hierarchy.

Monaghan's study indicated that the women particIpants had reached a

level of.financial and social security such that these were'no

longer considered'emergent needs. Needs for acquisAtion, aNlonging
A'

'lnd achievement also had apparently been fulfilled, so that the

participants considered esteem and self-actualization as their most

importaA0leeds. According 6 Monaghan, the closeness betWeen needs

fori esteem and self-actualization may be indicative of the rather

inseparable relationship between them,, that '!thePe seems to be a very

fine line between the desire to become, to be 'somebody,' and the

desire to receive some sort of.recognition for being" (p. 52),

of

J

Psychological Needs

Women who make the giant stO to return to school'have special

needs that must be met lf they are going to be succestful academically.



Some of-these needs must be met by the women themselves and others

by both themselve§ and tRe institution. Many women returning to
.

school experience "role conilitt, feelings of low self-worth,,loneliness,

gOallessness,'guiltk, dependency and depression" (ManiS and Machizuki,

1972, p. 95).; Institutions of 'higher education shbuld provide programs

specifically for women.

In examining we special programS that have been set up by colleges

and universitie4kne can conclude that some efforts are being made to

help women students adjuspto the academic setting. HOwever, not

enough attention is being given yet to the needs of women students.

This section of the monograph describes unique programs designed

to help women tope with their pSychological needs in three schools:

Queens College of the City University of New York, George Washington

University, and Western Nichigan University.
,

Queens College. The Queens ColJege program, "Women InvolVed In

New Goals" (WING), includes activities designed to provide various

opportunities for women to meet and establish-friendships with other
74t.

women students, discuss mutual problems, receive moral support, and

obtain information relevant to their specific problems. It satisfies

the

need stressed most frequently by women returning to school: to

'fleet othprs in the same situation. Activities sponsored by WING include

two-hour weekly meetings, workshops, speakers, and special program.

Issues such as personal concerns about guilt and dependency, sex

discrimination, and career development are discussed.

WING is operated by four women stustents under the supervision of

Dr. Judi-th B. Br'anderigourg, Assistant Professor and.Counseling OsycholoAist

in the Dep4rtment a'Student Persannel at Queens. Dr.'Brandenburg has

identified several *needs of returning women students through approximately'

200 individual intervi'ews, group discussions, and questionnaires- In

response to the question, "What,do-you see as your ,goals arid reasons

for returning fo school?", Dr. Brandenburg received some of the

following abswers:

"I wanted to grow.;Up and find my own idtity%"

"I'need construCtive interests outside'the home."

"I desire Self-fulfillment."

12
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"I went self-improvement, confidence, 4 own identity.",

"I'm,feeling stagnant..and want a meaningful career."

need to-find mysolf as a person."

"1 seek 6nancia1.'independence,. meaningful employment."

Brandenburg says that because many women go directly' from being

dependent upon their parents to'becoming dependent on their husbands,

they do not acquire their own identities. She states'that women must

strengthen thei'r abilitles to assert themselves and Make decisipns.

These abilities are necessary if effective learning is 'to take place

and if women are to be able to analyze information, atack problems,

and read critically.

The psychological needs of women students identified by Brandenburg

are also supported by Friedan (1963), Berry,(1972), and the writer.

In interviewing 18 women students at Davidson County Community College,

the writer found that 75% of the women felt that they needed, self-

fulfillment tnd self-confidence before they could consider themselveS

to be successful human beings.

George Washington University. ,Georgé. Washington University has

begun a program called "Lifeline" which emphasizes the importance of

the undergraduate,years; Letters are written during the 5ummer by

junior women and mailed to incoming freshmen women.. The letter and

a reading list serve as preparatory material for the freshmen women's ,

assembly held during orientation week. During the assembly, freshmen

womepI are asked to consider their college years as a means of establishing

val es that.will enable them to be molders, nofpassive accepters, of .

their environment (Kirkbride, 1966).

Project Lifeline encourages, women to obtain formal education and

tii-keep intellectually abreast of Ihe times during their childrearing

years. They are made aware of various reasons why,Women enter or

reenter the Tabor force, such as widowhobd or the increased cost of

educating a child, and ofthe. increasing nUmber5'of women who are

faced with the need, as well as the desire, to work.

.JUnior women with the assistance of faculty members lead panel

-discussions Wbich focus on problems women'entounter in coMbining

marriage,.education, and work; society's perspective on women in the



-labor force; and.vomen's contribution,to the world of ilolunteer work.

Discussions center on women most affitted by.the social_changes of the

last quarter_centUrymarried women their 30's whose familie$ no

longer demanemost'Of their time, 'students are encOuraged toraluate

each-panel. discussion and to make suggestiorts for'future panel

discussionsepased on their needs.
' 0

Western Michigan University. T.t) Counseling Center at WMU 'in

cooperation with Division of Continuin9 Education in 1970 initiated

a workshop program called "Search FOr Fulfillment:-44 Program for

Adult Women." The program his two main objectives: tp 'remove the

psychological blocks that keep woMen from the choices they need to make

to change life styles; and to give women the opportunity to assess

reality, their own skills and abilities; and the opportunities available

to them in their communities.
1

Each irrkshop consists of at least 36 participants, divided into

small groups ofsix Participants,-each led by two women facilitators

who can provide rale models. The'average woman applying for W.estern's

program is 38 years old and the mother of two or three children, of

whom the youngest is approximately nine years old. The majority of the

women participants have attended collega previously.

Academic Needs

In addition to the psychological needs discussed above, women

students also have academic needs that must befulfilled if they '

are to be successful in canpletind the requirements for a degre.

Nipple and Hill (1973) articulate that women students' academic needs

include exposure to career alternatives, exposure to female models,
,

and academic preparation'to pursue a profession in'the sciences.

In a survey of women who were planning io continue their education at

the University of Idaho,. Hipple and Hill found.that 37% of the women

wanted assistance with study habits and techniques, 61% wanted information

about occupational opportunities, and 53% wanted to gain a better

perspective on the role of woinen in society. t
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Reasons Women Return to School

This wction briefly summarizes ome reasons women return to

school. .The reasons cited.here were drawn from a search of the*

literature., interviews with women students, and interviews with

student perSonnel workers. The followingireasons appear to be .

those most frequently articluated by women': self-fulfillment, a4

desire to enter the labor force, dissatisfaction with the traditional..

housewife role, fulfillment of a long-standing desire to return

to college, independence of children, financial.reasons, and job

promotion.

Do Women Students Utilize a Student Personnel Depart!

In attempting to determine whether women return a to college

utilized the tudent personnel department, the a or researched the

literature and interviewed both women student and student personnel

'workers. The results of these techniques/6pear to contradicteach

other. Hipple and Hill, for example,/fAnd that women students at the

University of Idaho seek profession0 counseling more than men'. They

fOund that wh'ile only 31% of the ,gtudent body were women, 40% of the

clients at the University's coullseling center' were female. According

to these author5, 55%,of tljt" female clients wanted assistance with
./

personal adjustment profr/ems, an indication, according to these authors,
A

of the degree of stre s women feel. Moore (1975), on the other hand,

concluded that wo returning to:school did not utilize the student

personnel depar nient because they had had unpleasant experiences with

counselors i high school and t*refore avoided them in college.

In i erviewing 18 woien students enrolled part-time in the

evenin rogram at Davidson County Community College, the writer

fou opinions divided almost evenly. When asked whether they had

u 'd a student personnel department and related questions, ten of the

participants did not know what, it was or where it was located; and did*

not realize that the admissions office was a part of the student

personnel department. Eight of the women interviewed knew what the

P/Af
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' student per'sonnel department was and'had used it. No specific conclusions :

-earl be Aiade because the participants interviewed represented slich a small

sample of the totolyoman population at Davidson.

four student personnel workers-'w#Are also interviewedlto obtain 1

their 'opiniciriS on'whether womenAtudents _use a studeut personnel

department: two from Meredith College, one from North Carolina'State

University; and one from Davidson County 4ommunity College. The

consclisus was that women students do use a student personnel department.

One may conclude from '4the above that some women students do

make use of a student personnel departmekt however, the extent to

which they use it cannot be asses.sed from tfle limited amount of

information presented here.

,

AdmiSSions Requirements

As more and more wom'en (and other adults) return to higher

,education, the time is iMminent wh4n admissions directors will have

to review their admissions requirements: Not only are many of the

existing requirementg somewhat threatening to adult students, they

are also youth-oriented. Many adults becoMe so disillusidned with all-

of the required forms that they decide not to continue their education.

Cless (as quoted in Moore, 1975) indicates that some admissions

requirements are either irrOevant or impossible for adult students

to fulfill. She has la.beled some of these "road blocks, " e.g.,

requests for letters of recommendation from recent instructors, .

required passinaof examinations that assume the adult applicant

has been exposed to facts regularly, and the difficulty of transferring

credits from one instituticyl of higher education'to,anotnr.

Brandenburg (197A) n9ftes that alternate ways al'e needed to evaludte

women returning to school after,an exf..ended absence. She feels that

tests such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test and the Graduate Record

Examination maY discriminate against older women because they assess

skills that may not have been used for several years. Brandenburg

viggests giving "life experience credit" for experiences outside of .

the formal educational setting Or ,using the College Leveg Examination

16-18
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Prbgram (CLEP) and the colle0 Prtfictency Examination Program (CREp)
as possi,ble

1

solutions to the problem ofjvaluating women .fol-,admissib

purposes. 8rapden6urg-sums up her.rmarks.regarding admissions
" .

4
require9'Ients(4or women in the following statement:

1

'lleeting the 4idIs of returning womeh449a1-din:g
admissions hakie not imply lowering standards
or accepting allmature students.... It does,
however; suggest moreaccurate and valid con-
sideration'for the person seeking.admission.
(p. 15) ,

Waters (1971) was interested in finding out,how colleges and

\universities handled their adult (30 year's or older) applicants.

She developed a questionnaire concerning the general treatment.of

adult applicants ir reference to testing and the evaluation of life

experience and mailed it to admissions directors of 58 four-year

colleges and universities from five states--California, Georgia,

Illinois, Massachusetts, and Michigan. Forty-five of the 58 question-

naires (76%),were returned to Waters.

The following table summarizes responses to some of the key

questions raised by Waters:
ft

1
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Table 1.

Responses to Selected Questions for Admissions
Ptoe..edures foT. Adults

-

Do you have an upper age-limit
beyond which students cannot
be admitted to your school as
undergraduates?

Do you attempt to evaluate
life experitnces in deciding
whether, or at wtiat level, to
admit undergraduates?

Does the age of the applicant
have any bearing on the tests
he is asked to take?

Is there a particular ad-
missions officer who handles
all adult applicants?

In general, are your admissions
procedures any different for
adult applicants than they
are for younger applicants?

Not Answered/
Yes '. No Not Applicable'

No. % NO. ,% No.

1 2.3 43 97.7 0

20 45.4 23 52.3 1 2.3

10 22.7 32 7?.7 2 4.5

.%
9 20.5 35 79.5 _O

,

10 22!"7 34 77.3

Waters also reported that'll .sChools were using the CaP in evaluating

adult applicants and iwgiving credit forcourse work outside of the

formal.classrooM setting. Two schoOls.were using the "Quick Word Test,"

a vocabulary fest designed to estimate an adult's mental ability. The

College Qualification Test had been used by two schools. The test of

Adult tollege Aptitude developed at Washington University had not

'been used by any of the resOonding institutions.

In addition to havtng problems meeting traditional admissions

requirements, Women are faced with the problem of qualflying for

availaVe financial aid. Guidelines for financial aid usually requite

that the student' be enrolled full-time (12 hours or more), and many women

wish to attend part-time. Many women who do attend full-time do not

qualify for financial aid because their husbands' incomes are too high,

Yet, the:husbands may not be able to contribute financially to the

. ,
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education of theie wiyes because all 4iftheir money is needed to support

the 'family. Therefre, women students are often forced to take out '

loans to 'financ their .educations.

A Comparative study of men and woMen-r'eceiving financial aid was

done in 1969-7-O fiy CrOss (in Furniss, 197,2): The study pOinted out

that Women receive 'smaller grants and scholarships than,men, take out

larger loans, and if they are fortunate enough tn find jobs, work for

*smaller wages. The study further indicatedjhat "institutional

granIs . . . averaged $671 for men and $515 for .women even though

there was no significant difference in the socio7economic status of

women and men who participated in the st:udy" (p. 53).

Workshops for Counselors That Promote Sex,Equity

The Association for Counselor Education and Supervision (ACES), a

divison of the American Personnel and Guidance Usociation (APGA), has

Akeloped training modules for two-hour, one-day, and two-day workshops

in a handbook entitled, For Women and For Men: Sex Equality in Counselor

Education and Supervision (1978).
1

The workshops are designed to

be .used by counselor educators and superyisors in their work with

ltudents, /

colleagues, teachers, counselors, and administrators.

The ACES Commission' on Sex-Equality Concerni used,sevtral criteria

O'selecting material to be included in the handbook: (1) easily

integrated into an already existing counselor,education curriculum;(2)

easily added-to an ongoing inservice program for counselors; 3

usable with counselors in both school and agency settings; 4)`
teachable by.-someone with minimal experience as a rkshop ledder;

(5) usable without requiring a large'amount of materials or expenditure;

(6) -inexpensive to istribute to ACES members and others; and (7)

easilydisseminated through national, regiOnal, and state ACES'

channels (ACES 19,78, p.

1 e
Information and resources regarding 'the following workshops may be.

obtained by writing to: AssociWon for Counselor Education and Super-
vision, Two Skyline Place, Suite 400,,5203 Leesburg Pike, talls Church,
VA 22041.



During the 1978 AMA conventiorvin 1.1ish1ngton, D.C., ACES offered

the two-day training module is a preconventyzworkshop. The APGA

Committee on Women,opducted workshops in four regions of the, United

States during the fall leadership workshops, using material from.the

two7hour: module.
,

4'
,A

. Outlines-for the three module training workshops are given here in

the hope that read4s of thiS monograph will implement one or all of the

workshops in their own work setting.

'TWO-DAY TRAINING MODULE

An extensivt description .of the two-day module follows. Material
from this -experience can be adapted to the other two, shorter training
modules:

Day Ome

9:30 I. Introduction

Purpose: To give participants an opportuniiy to begin to
know their trainers, and to learn abeut ACES as a professional
organization and the goals of the workshop.

A. IntrodUce leaders. Talk about your style of teaching/
leading a workshop. What can participants expect of
you? What will you expect of them?

B. Present information on ACES and on the make-up and
work of the ACES Commission on Sex Equality Concerbs.

1. ACES is a division of APGA.with over 4,000 members.
Members include directors of guidance, college and
university teaching staff, head counselors, directors
of clinics, and supervisors of professionals in
scouting, YM and YWCA's, girls' and boys' clubs.
Members receive the bi-weekly APGA Guidepost,'
the quarterly ACES Newsletter and the bi-monthly
ACES Journal.

There are five regional,divisions of ACES (North
Atlantic, Southern, North Central, Rocky Mountain,
and Western),and 41 state divisions. Al) hold/
annual conventions or meetings.

The Commission on Sex Equality Concerns was begun
in 1976., It has a national chairperson and one
or two regional representatives from each region.
An attempt has also been made to have .coMmission
representatives in'each state ACES division. For
the past two years, regional and state representatives

22
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, have presented ptograms on sex equality concerns
at their groups' annual conventions. Commission
4embere are also attempting to receive commitments
from.several colleges and universitiAs, school
setting, and agenciel in etch state to offer'
trainfng ip and suppprt fol- sex equality. 'The
thi-usç of this effortAn sex equality is for

.

malessasswell as females, even though at the
present time in pur history more emphasis is

being placed legislatively and socially on women
in areattempt to help them.cateh up.

People interested in working with this commission
are encourages to contact their state and regional
repreentatives.for the,national chaiiverson.
s.

C Provide ration e. Counselor educators and supervisors
have as thei oals the self-realization and full
development of each tndividual, while also recognizing
the interdependence of individuals necessary for the
enhancement of society.% Counseling theory and
practice recognize the importance of choice and decision-
making, feelings of self-worth and autonomy, and equal
opportunity for career. development. The full
development of each individual is obviously not
possible within a sexist society. It is for this
Teason that counselor supervisors and educators
need to inform themselves about this issue and
undertake trainig to help reduce sex-role stereo-
typing.

D. Outline goal and objectives. Use this ame to expand ,

briefly on each objective--why it's important and how
it relates to the training.

1. Goal: To ina.ease sex eqUality in the training
and supervision of countelors.

2. Objectives: Tb help each participant to:

a. Increase'awareness and examine perSonal attitudet
A relating to female and male roles.

Examine his/her work setting for possible
sources of sex role stereotyping.

. rj

c. Acquire specific strategies and techniques
for the reduction of sex discrimination in
counseling.

d. Increase knowledge df the impact of recent
legal and economic Changes relating to male
and female toles. .

e. Gain inforMation about recent research; '

cprriculum materials, and audio-visual aids
that "retite to sex equality concerns.

f. Affirm or reaffirm a personal commitMent to
reduCe sex role stereotyping in hfs/her work
setling.
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9:40

,

g. Modify, where necessary, existing curricular
arearto reflect more sex-equal practices;

-e.g.,-testing;- career education, theory and
. techniques.

. F.

II$4 Orierkation .,
!

. Purpose:''To deal with thetimiAess'details Of the work-
shop.

This isk the time to take about five minutes to deal wi,th

4.--t

e small procedural details that often occupy participants'
m nds.if not addressed early in the workshop. .5o, talk
bout:

A. The day'stime schedule.
^

B. The importance of starting and ending on time.

C. The_location of the rest rooms.

D. Rules/agreements about,smoking.,

E. Breaks and refreshments.

F. Any workshop changes.

G. Arrangements for lunch. -I

9:45 III. Community Building

Purpose: To get to know each other better so that partici-
pants work together better to help eac0 other learn. To
increase their awareness of how they describe themselves
in ways which relate to their maleness and fem'aleness.

A. jhe entire group should pair iiff. Ask participants
to take a small risk and .select persons they don't
know or whom they don't work with every day-and, if
possible, who pre of the opposite sex.

B. Partners should stand facing each other.with a little'
distance in between.

5,

One person asks the other "Whcr;re you?" The other
person responds,with one word or phrase. The first .

person repeats the question; the second person responds.
with a different word or phrase. Ask.ohly the single
question, "Who are you?" Allow three minutes; then
switch roles and allow three more minutes.

DebriefiDiscuss
(

1. Give each pair the opportunity to sit down and
share what this exercise was like for then.

After about four minutes engage in a discyssion
. with the entire group.

22
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a. What did they learn?
b. What kinds of things did they Sjtart with?

.

c. Did they increase their awareness of them-
selves or others? '

d. What kinds of things were used to destrifb
themselves that related to their femininity/
masculinity?

This exercise is borrowed from the SEGO Project HandbOok
fon Workshops on Sex Equality in Education, p.f

20:00 IV. Facts I Thought I Knew About Sexism-In Society/Education/
Counselinv '

4

Purpose: To help participants become aware of what their
assumptions are about the ERA, Title IX, and men and women
geneiNally, and if these assumptions are correct or
incorrect. To explore how these assumptions affect
participants' counceling and role modeling and how
participants might counteract them if they are incorrect.

A. Give each participant a copy of the "Questionnaire"
conthining ten true/false questions. Ask each person
to take five minutes to answer the questions.

10:05 B. With the entire groyp, give the answer to each item,

Ar.
taking two to three,minutes to expand on each. You
might.use the following qbestions to do this.:

1. How might the assumptions I've made about each
of these items affect my counseling?

Now might the assumptions I've made affect my role.
modeling?

3. Bow might a counseTor counteract a faulty
assumption?

If you ire a counselor who knows that a married
woman can be expected to work an average of 25 .

year's, how will this affect your counseling with
early adolescent females, late adolescent females,

. middle-aged females?

5: If you belieVe that Title IX only prohibits
discrimination against women how does this affect
your support or use of this legislation?.

6. If you believe More women than men are in Mental .

institutions, do you expett'more of your female
clients to be "really crazy"?

10;30 Break

10:45 V. IndivldualiZ'incLSe.xIsm or Sex Equality Experiences That
ave Made An Impact n Me

k
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Puepose: To Itnsitize getwO members about .sexist incidents
that influence individual behavior.

A. Form new grouo of'four persons, preferably twalemales
and two males who do not know each other. Allow-members
several minutes to_introduce themselves briefly.

B. Give each peihticipant a copy of the handout,
-4

IlhdividualizinglSexism." Go over the directions
and ask each persoh to complete the graph individually.
It is often helpful if the'trainer fills in a chart of
his/her own which shows several.examples, as this will
usually trigger some responses and parlicipants will
be able to complete their own chart More rapidly.

10:55, C Ask each person to take abolut five minutes to share one
or two experiences feom thwr graph with other members
of'their small group. Remidli people when each five-
minute period iS--up so that the groups move along.

D Again, individually, each person Vtjuld complete the
statement, "Counselors discriMina when the
Sharing should then take place in the groups of four.
One alternative would be to hale each gr90,1ist the
ways of discrimination on newsprint, tapitillthp
responses from all groups up'on the wall. 4.0%pussion
could then follow on the most commonly listiorways.

E. Each person should individually complete the statement,
"As a professional, I discriminate when I . . ." Ask
people tolook at the ways listed in exercise D and
honestly evaluate themselves. This third exercise
need not be shared with the others-in the geoup.

11:35 F. Large Group bebrief/Discuss

1. What did you-learn from this exerctse?

2. Are ydu motivated-to:10 anythi-ng abont your own
and others' sexist experiences?

11:45 VI, Title IX, tRAi_and Sex Stereotyping

Purpose: Togive information about Title IX and the
, ERA and to increase participants' awareness fyf how their

values affect their thoughts and actions about ;Title IX
and the ERA.

Understandably, 45 minutes is not very long to-devote to
.

these important topics. The assumptio0s made,that
participants will have had"somk previous exposure ta
these issues, and if they haven't, that this exercise
will give them a good foundation in the information and
values relating to these issues. MU will not have time
to use all the options in this section. Choose ttems

-,most appropriate,for your grpop.
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A. Option One
-

1. 'Form new groups of four, again preferab)y two
females and two males who do not know each otherl
Allow group membe s several minufes to introduce

1 ,themselves briefl , 4
Have 'each member individually (not to be handed in)

,

. write,."What I know, about Title IX "

3. Have each member also:Individually %4r1te, "What
'bugs' me most about Title IX."

Give each member a-Copy oq the counsel,irio section
of the Title IX regulabions.

5. Encourage grou,ps to talk with eachJather about
their individual perceptions and problems
concerning the counseling section of Title rx.
-Have them define and write down problems they
have regarding compliance or agreement with these'
regulations:- These could also be written on

,

large sheets Of paper and hung around the room.

Large Group Delitief/Discu'ss.
,

a. Ask each group to share one of their problems
or ielect one froethose posted around the
room.

b. Initiate a discussion to gee if otgers have a
solution to the peobrem, are experiencing the
same pro131em, or know where to go for help in

m solYing the problem.
-v

B. Option Two

1. Show the filmstrip "Title IX and the Schools."
Following this, proceed With sectius 4, 5, and 6.

C. Option Three

1. Values and Title IX/ERA. Severaloptions are
available around-the use of the handout-,
"Statement on Title IX and ERA.".

a. You might ao yoting," where the
trainer reads each of the 18 items and asks
participants, without,comment; to hold:their
thumbs up if they agree, thumbs,down if they
disagree, and thumbsitu'rned sideways if they
are'uncertain..
Following this, depending on the gize of the
group, you_ might have langtior small group
discussions about the feelings raised -by'
.this 'exercise, about how to gather factual
data which support or dispute these-statements,
and about .how to deal with othe'rs whose'opinions
are based on misinformation.

-.
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12:30 Lunch

1:30 VII.: Experiential Techniques You Can Learn and Take Back to.
Teacit Your Counselors andStudents

4.

2:45 Break

Purpose: TO demonstrate and provide'participants with
some experiential.tschftwes they can use in their woric
settings. To help particffiants become more aware Of'
how sex stereotyping and attitudes'toward sex equality-

.

affect counselors..

You may choose to use the included role plays in several
different ways depending upon the sizelind composititm
of the group.

A. Option.One (small groups)

1. Ask participants to form groups with four to five
people theyhave not previously met, all groups
containing some maTes and some females.

Each group should be, given copies of the same
role play., One person fs the counselor and one
to two persons are the client(s). The remaining
one to two people in each group are observers.

I Allow five to ten minutes for each role'play.

After each role playask each small group to
discuss-with one anoth6im what'happened, using
the discussion questions as guidelines. Aflow
five to ten minutes for each discussion.

- 4.W1tthe entire group ask for a summary of par-
ticiagrly pertinent points from each small group.

B. Option Two (large group)

1. Ask for volunteers from the large group to role
play one of the scenaTios in front of the entire
group.

2. Then lead the discussion with the entire group,
using thefliscussion questions as guidelines.

C. Option Three

1. Have the group do.several rble plays and then in
small, similar-interest groups, write new role
prays which could be use4 in their work settings.
These could by typed and distributed to all work-
shop particiyants.

,Option Four

1. Do something OM or mention stimulus videotapes,
mOvies, or audiotapes.-

26
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3:00 VIII. Couneling Interventions for Nontraditional Career Choices

Purpose:- To demOnstrate onOror more methods of helping
counselors increase their, awareness of the effects of
their interyentions on.the.career choices of their
counseleés.

Several options are presented to deal with this topic
in thistime frame. Your choice- of one or a combination
may depend upon .your accessibility to the resources and
the composition of your group. ,

A. Panel Discus'sion

1. Ask two females and two males who are in non-
traditional jobs if.they will participate in a

panel discussion desigOd to inform counselors
about the pro's and con's of their jobs and what
help counselors .could have been or.might still be.
The trainer serving as the moderator of the panel
may say:

,

a. Describe your job. Tell us what it is the
you do. ,

b. Fla did you happen to choose this job? What
fa.Ctors most affected your choice? -

What help, if any, did you get from any
kind of a counselorhigh school, college,
employment service, agency--in making this
choice?

What are the positive factors associated
with being a male/female in Your job?-

. e. What are the negative factors attociated
.

) with being a male/female in your job?

)

- f. What could counselors do to be more helpful ,
, .

in misting people who are considering
nontraditional career choices?

2. ;The pan'el may then lead to 4uestions from and
discussion with the workshop particiPan4.

. Film(s)

1. You may, show one or more of,the following films
as a:

a. Prelude to the panel discussion.
' b.' Stimulut for small and/or large group sharing

and discussion centered ai.ound the material
presented in the films..

c. Nay to allow participants to preview and
evaluate materials-which they might use in
their own work settings.

2. Ask participants to-make a list, between now and
k tomorrow morning,, of the examples of sex role ttereo-

typing they observed.

nit ,sh
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3. Ask participants to team up with someone of the
opposite sex to do something "witraditional."
Examples might include: the female partner
opening the door for the, male; the ftmale making
a sexist remark within hearing distance of others;
the matle carrying his briefcase while the female
carries the heavier suitcases; the male com
to the desk clerk of a mouse in.his ile
tte :female attempts to cal n make 14ght of
it; both partners ; g an elevator andjarviirtr
the back ra an.the front. Partielfgnts are
to pi the eactions of 0o,so-thund them to

r "untraditional" behaylorond report this in
the morning.

4. The following'filrms are suggested for use in this .

section. -You may know of otters which wourd also
be appropriate.

a. "Anything You Want To Be".- a 16mm, 30-minute
film available through any office of the Rell

. Telephone Company. ,It shows wimen and men
ln nontraditional jobs. 1

1)1 "Women in Manageient: "Threat or Opportunity"
a 29-minute film produced by Barbara Jampell,
CRM/McGraw-Hill Films; 110 15th Street, Del Mar, .

California 92015.

4:15 IX. First Day Evaluation
.1

Purpose:- To receive feedback on how the activities of the
day were received and perceived by participants.

A. Ask each 'participant to write their answers to the
following sentence stubs and hand them in. You
may receive more honest,answers if participants do
not put their names on papers.

1. "I learned. .

2. ltked. .

,"

3. "I didn't'like. . ."

4.* "I. wish. .

5. "Other comments/questions.
.

X. Homework

Purpdse: To help participants begin to take the information
and awareness they have learned in this day's training and
apply it cn'real life. To-have'fun.

3 0
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9:30 1. Share/Debrief Homework

c's ag V. al- 01,

r,

or

Purpose: To allow participants to4share and comment on
their homework activities and observations and to energize
the groupfor the morning's activities.

A. Begin this section by asking:

r7 "Why did we ask you 'to do this honiework?"

2. "What did you learn?"

3. "Will any of the observations you made or information
you learned be of-help to you in the future?"

B. ',Encourage participants to volunteer to share briefly
their comments and observations on their homework
relating to your questions. Your role as trainer is
to actively listen, clarify, and facilitate.

9:45 II. Male Stereotoyping

Purpose: To increase participants' 'awareness of their
own and other stereotypes of males and masculine behavior
and how these stereotypes affect,their counseling and role
modeling.

A. This section may be done in several ways depending upon
the overall size of the group and/or the number,of men
in the group.

1. Option One

a. Ask the group to form groups of 'four7five with
some men and. wonren in each group.

b. Ask the men to describe a pei-sonal experience
in which they felt expected to display
masculine behaVior.

c. Ask the women to describe situations in which .

they would expect masculine behavior.
d. With this as a' beginning, ask each group to

discuss and write on large sheets of paper
societal definitions of what a, man is and
what 4scullnity_11..

e. Post these definitions around the room.
f. Facilitate a discussion around these definitions

withithe entire grbup. This is primarily an
open-ended discussion. You are not trying to
agree upon the definition of what a man is
and what masculinity is. You are looking at
what-people's f4e0 are and how much they
agree and disagre4.

g, Ask participants,how their ideas on maleness
and masculinity affect their counseling. Ask
participants how their ideas on maleness affect
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their role modeling--particularly in relation-
to their counselees, students, and peoplelthey
are supervising.

2. , Option,Two

.a. From the large group ask for four or five
male volunteers to describe brieflyia
personal experience in which they felt ex-
pected to ditplay'masculine behavior.

b. Ask for four or five female'volunteerS to
describe briefly situatiOns in, which-they
would expect masculine behavior.

c. Go back to d and e in Part A above or ask .

the large group to brainstorm societal
definttions of what a man is and what mascu-
linity is while you-write them ork the black-
board or large sheets of 'paper.

'

d. Proceed with f and g in A above.

10:30 B. Show part 3, "The Masculine Imam!' of the filmstrip
series Masculinity. by Warren Schloat Productibns, 1974,

0 150 White Plains Road, Tarrytown, New York 10591, (This,
is a series of four filmstrips and cassette tapes which
focus On the study of men today, their roles, and
their impact upon the world in which they move.
Masculinity discusss the validity of certain long-
held assum*ions about men and masculinity, the degree

go which myth and tetditional stereotypes have
influenced these assumptions, and what options and
new directions men nilw have open to them.)

C. After viewing the filmstrip, ask some of the following
questions:

1. Whom do you most admire? Why? Generally speaking,
are men your heroes? Women?

10:55

2. Do men and women tend to have similar images of
masculinity? Are these images affected by whether
the person who has the image is whitei- black,
native-born, foreign, Jewish, Christian, rich,
poor?

3. What things do the James Bond image, the Mick Jagger
or Burt Reynolds image, the Playboy image, and the
'Astronaut image have in common?

D. _Distribute the handout, "Some Damaging Effects of
Sex Stereotyping on Boys and Men:!

11:00 III. 'Relationship of Sexism and Racism

Purpose: To raise the issue of`the relationship of sexism
and racism and how both of these create a barrier in
counseling.

4
f
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It is important here to tell tHe group that the brief
amount of time devoted to this issue is not intended at
all to demean or minimize the importance of racism for
counselors. Sinc his workshop is dealing with sexism,
it is intended t this topic be introduced as a related
issue, klut not alt with in detail.

A. Explain thb purpose of this section to participants.

B. Give eaCh participant a'copy of the handout, "Sexism-
Racism" and ask.them to read it quickly.

C. Ask for comments, questions, agrqement/disagreement
from pai-ticipants.

11:15 IV. Female Stereotyping

Purpose:- To increase participants' awareness of their
own and other stereotypes of males and masculine behavior
and how these stereotypes,affect their counseling and role
modeling.

Three-separate options, with possible combinations to
make others, are offered in this section.

/-

11,
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A. Option Ones.

1. Ask participants to torm into groups of four,
preferably with two Males and two females and
with people they don't know well.

2. Give participants several minutes to introduce

(-,.

:.themselves.

3. Give each participant a copy of the handout,
"You Women Are All Alike."

4. Ask each small group to do the following things:

. a. Look at the attached sheet.
b. Discuss the attitudes behind such comments.
c. Think of a woman frierag--how many comments'do

you think fit that person?
d. Dd you use .any of these statements at any time?
e. Make up a similar sheet for men. .Discuss the

attitudes behinA such statements. Ask partici-
pants to hand in_one sheet from each group
which could then be typed, duplicated, and
distributed to the rest of the members of the
large group.

f. What are you going to do about it?

5. Large group debrief/discuss.' Ask fot "What
did you learn?" comments from the entire group.

B. Option Two

1. Give eaCh group Member the handout, "Opinionnaire."

2.. Ask each group member individually to complete the
"Opinionnaire."
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3. Have each score the "0p4nionnaire" as follows:

a. DisCount items 7, 13 apsi 16
b. Score all items but.191nd 20 as follows:

SA-1, A-2, U-3, 0-4, SD-1
C. Score 19 and 20: SA-5, A-4, U-3, D-2, SD-5

4. Have each participant add up her/his total score.
Divide the total group into three groups based on
a low, medium, and high range of scorses.

5. Have each group discuss:

a. What they think each of the other two groups
is like.

b. What they think each of the other two groups
think they are like.

-6. Share each group's percelitions in the large group. ,

7. Now redivide the group into subgroups of four-five,
each of which is eomposed of members of all three
of the "stereotype" groups.

8. Have members write down individually three things
which influenced them to become the man or woman
they are ioday.

. 9. Share these in the small groups.

10. Debrief in large group:

a. What happened?
b. What 41d you learn?
c. What was different between the large group ahd

the, small group?.

Hopefully, the point made will be that when we
meet and listen individually to People we have
stereotyped, we find their experiences not too
different from our own.

C. Option Three

1. Show the film "We Are Woman" with Helen Reddy, 30
minutes, produced by Motivational Media, Inc.,
La Jolla, California.

0
2. Facilitate small and/or large group discussion by

focusing on the following questions relating to
the film:

a. Were you surprised at any of the statistics?
b. Did,you disagree or feel 6egatively about

anything in the film/
c. In thinking about "women's liberation," what's

in it for men?
d. How might you use this film?

34
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12:30 Lunch

1:30 Integration Of Sex-Fair Guidance Into.ContinuingLand
Graduafe Education for CoUnselors

Purpose: To help participants learn mor'e systematic ways
for assessing .sex role bias in the counseling procest',
career materials, interkt inventories, and vocational
education.

This is a.relatiiely short section -IA which the trainer
iS primarily concerned with presenting people with
materials for assessing sex- role bias and for stimulating
their interest in applying th:e material in their work
setting.

A. Option One

1. Ask participants to form into groups of four, .

preferably with two males and two females and
with people they don't know well.

Give participants several minutes to introduce
themselves.

3. Give each participant a copy of the four handouts,
"Checklist for Assessing Bias in the Counseling
Process, in Career Materials, in Interest
Inventories, and in Vocational Education."

4. Ask each group to read, discuss, and critique
these handouts together, beginning with those
areas which are of most interest to them. Ask
them to focus on some of the following:

4
a. Should ay item be added or deleted?
b. What are soMe realistic ways to insure that

preservice and inservice counselors will use
these checklists?

c. Once we discover, by using the checklist, in
what areas sex role bias is still present,
what can we doqo reduce it?

d. Which items on the checklist are the most
difficult to change or deal-effectively with?

5. Option Two

1. The same process could be-followed with the
large group reading, discussing and critiqueing
the handouts.

,VI. The Influence of Power int Dealing With, Individual and
Institutional Sex Equality Problems.

Purpose: To encourage an z6areness of how to gain power
which is defined arbitrarily on the basis of gender.
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A. Mini-lecture. Begin this section with a brief
presentation of some of the aspects of power.
Several examples are included to htlp you.do this.
You may have other material which you have used
effectively in the past and think is appropriate
here.

1. Example One

The feeling of helplessness which results from a
lack of control over one or many aspects of an
internal or external environment can be over-
whelming.. Each of us can perhaps recall such
an experience--for some it was temporary, for
others of longer duratjon. Rollo May has
tdentified two methods of responding to a lack
of power--violence and anger/depression.

One of the purposes of this workshop is to
encourage an awareness of -how to gain power

A which is denied arbitrari'ly on the basis of
gender. Those wito maintain female and male
stereotypes also prescribe gender-appropriate
behavior, which, by infringing on theindividual's
right to choose, makes it more difficult to take
control and gain some pdwer.

Power, or the idea of power, is very appealing
to some, anathema to some, and to others it may
seem like an impossibility. What does power
mean to you? Do you have so:me say and make
choices among alternatives in your personal,
social, and economic life? How much power do
you want? How do you get it? Do othets have
to be hurt along the way? Is power wielded
beneficially or detrimentally according to the
individual? Where are the limitsare they self-
or other-imposed?

Most of the institutions in our life--family,
school, government--are hierarchical in ettucture.
Where are you in that hierarchy? Are you comfort-
able there? Do you feel competent, appreciated,
content? Will there always be people who do not
gain power because of the hierarchies?

The potential outcomes of counseling are the
individual's re-discovering of strengths and
abilities, the learning of new skills, nd
increasing beneficial interaction with the
environment. In order to gain the power a
person requires for self-respecf, self-main-
tenance, and the satisfaction of social and
economic needs, the present power structure
must be examined. The gaining of some control
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by ihdividuals or groups will disrupt and disturb
previous power structures with yihich some- people
are very comfortable. The risk involved js as
great for those`who will tial4,e to share or lose
same power as it is for those who hope to
gain some. Both parties have to abandon the
securitit of the known and recognizable structure.
Are you willing to take the risk?

2. Example Thx,

Write on the blackboard "Arbitrary Authority"
,and "Nitural Authority." Ask participants to
define what they think each of these terms means.

Arbitrary authority is that which is arbitrarily
assigned or given to' me by the title or nature
of 'by position. Principals, professors, directors;
even parents have arbitrary authority. The power
which comes with arbitrary authority is derivect
fram.fear and dependency. I am dependent on my
teachers for a gra0, on my supervisors for
evaluatton or reemployment or a salary increase,
and on my parents (if I am a young child) for food,
clothing, and shelter. I am fearful that if
do not do what they wish I will not receive these
things.

Natural authority is that which I earn because of
m'y expertise and knowledge. I know something
that you want to know. You are willing to
listen,to me and do what I ask liecause you will
learn from me. I am qualified because of my
knowledge and experience to be your supervisor/
leader. You are willing to have me direct the
program, assign budget priorities, and evaluate
staff. The power which comes from natural author-
ity is derived from influence and persuasion.
I have the ability to influence and persuade,
not force, you to do something.

Although counselor supervisors and educators
possess both arbitrary and natural authority,
they would be wise to consider the consequences
of using each. The associates of an arbitrary'
leader may have feelings of resentment and anger
toward the leader, may become depenaent upon
the leader's approval before they dare to
initiate anything on their own, and may passively
work to avoid or disobey directives without
making it appear as if this is what is happening.
Associates may escape from arbitrary authority
by seeking other employment or mentally with- .

drawing from their circumstances. They may join
forces with other underpowered persons in an :
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attempt to use their collective power to over-
_power the leader of the favored group.

The associates of a leader who uses natural
authority are asked to become involved demo-
cratically and collaboratively in the decision-
making ahd problem-solving process. They are
asked to contribute their expertise and knowledge.

Persons or grodps whose power is derived solely
from arbitrary authority may have their power
extinguished or diminished. Persons whose power
is derived from natural authority tend to retaih
it throughout theft- lives.

B. Power Exercise: 172,3-4 Game
,

1. Ask for four volunteers to participate in this
exercise. [If...you can "volunteer" four people
whom you perceive to be fairly competitive,
this exercise will "work" (help you make the
point) better.]

2. Place four chairs in a circle facing each other
'N and ask the volunteers to take their $eat- on ,

the,chairs.

3. On the floor in the middle of the group, place
four folded pieces of paper, each piece containing
a 1, 2, 3, or 4 written inside. Explain to the
four volunteers that each piece of paper contains
a number from 1 to 4 on it, and that each number
represents shares of power.

4. Ask participants to pretend that there is $50.00
in the kitty, and the object of the game is to get
the money. To get the money; people have to put
their nUmbers together to make a 6 or 7. For
example, the 4 can go with the,2 or the 3; or the
1, 2, and 3 can put theirs together. (All four
of them can never go together.) They will have
to bargain and make deals to decide who will
go together and how much of the $50.00 each will
get .

5. After you have given the directions, tell them
to draw numbers and read them aloud. Explain that
they will Nave two.minutes to make their bargains,
and that they will play five rounds, each time
nedrawing a number.

6. Ask the remainder of the large group to observe
the four people in the group.

7. On the blackboard, keep track of which number
each persdn draws for each round and the amount
of money each person earns on each round. The
board would-look like this.:

/I



Round Mary John Tom Susan

1 ,

1
$25

4 2
$25-

3

3 2 1
$35

4'

3 $10
1

$45
3

$45
2 4

2
$60 $60

3

5 $75 4,
1

$75
3 2

8. Increase-the amount of money in each round: Round
2-470; round 3--$100; round 4-4120; round 5--$150.
(Using tenldollar bills in play money often increages
thermotivation.)

9. Remember after each round to collect the slips,
mix them up, and have each person draw again.

10. In the debriefing, welte on the board, "Vow did it
feel to be a . . ."

,1? 2? 3? 4?

11.- Ask the'observers first, then the volunteers,
to suggest statements about how it was to be a
1, 2, 3, and 4. You gay get responses like,
"Four is powerful--you are in.great demand," pr,
"One is helpless, and no one will deal with you.
You have to Ose secial techniqueslo override
another number," or, "Two had a little powe0.,.,but
has to move fast to join with someone."

12 After summarizing their statemehts (emphasizing
that a number on a piece of paper made people
act in certain ways), ask the participants if
they can think of areas in which people hive
the feelings of oneness, twonesg, threeness, or
fourness. You mayHwant to list these areas on the
board.. Participants will probably suggest
areas such as race, sex, I,Q., nationality,
income, athletic ability,.color-of,skin, etc.
Each one of these areas has its oneness, twoness,
threenes., or fourness, and children learn it .

from birtb. They learn a self-concept as a 1,
2, 3, or 4\by the-way other people treat them.
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13. In summary, Osk participant km they help,
persons overOmie sex discrimination which may
cause them flelirigs of oneness or twonesS.

C. Small Group Problem Identification and Soiving '

1. Ask Isarticipants to form into groups of four.
males and females.

2. Ask participants to,identify power-relttedsprObleMs
in their institutions dealing with male and female

.

stereotyping. Examples mightmbd a female'chhit.-
- person in an neaely department, an.01y

female in an all-male department,jan.ohly male in
an all-female department.

Ask participant's to make suggestions about how they
have dealt or might deal with these problems.

4. After about 15-30 minutes ask the large group,
"What did you letrn4" "What types-of problems
did your groups,identify?" "What kInds of
solutions did iour V-oup'iden;tify?"

4Assertiveness,Tr ianing

1. You may choose to mention assertiyenels training
as a way to help people gain poyer..lif you-are'
knowledge4ble in this area, you may choose to
presghtta mini-introduction to the subject.

Sevefa1 references you may:findlle1061 ot' You ,

may suggest to-participantS are:

a. JakUboWski, P., A Lange, A. O. ResPonsible
assertive behavior: Co iticte behavioral
proce ures for trainers. C ampai9n, 1:,

Reseakh Prescs, 1976.
b. Alberti, R. E., A,EmmOns, MI..,LiYour'perfect

right: A _guide bo assertive behavior. San
Luis Obispo, CA: Impact Pubiishers, Inc.,

.

1974.
c. Alberti, R, E. (Ed.).' Assertiveness: Innova-

tions, applications issues. -San Luis
Obispo, CA: Ippact Publishers, Inc., 1974,

3:16 VII. A Plan of Action or Where end How DO We Go From Here?
,

PUrpose: To help participants personaliie the ekperiences
of the workshop for themselves and their work settings.
To identify practices relating to sex Rquality which
participants will continue doing. To articulate reasons-.
for not becoming actively involved in sex equality concerns
'laic' to receive material to help them assess themselves and
their institutions,in.tWs area.

A. Ask participants to form into groups of.four.
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B. Ask them individually to write answers-to the
following;

1. Hsi five things,relating to sex equality
concerns that:

a. f now do and I will continue doing.
b. IhnowAo-and 1 will diScontinue doing.
c. I don't do now that I will begin doing.

3:25 C. Ask participants to,thare these things with each other
in small groups.

3:45 D. After about 20 minutes ask participants for,small group
feedback.

1. Did any one thing seem td be mentioned moreAoften
than something else?

2. Was it difficult to find fiv.e responses to each
item?

3. To which one 6)uld you have had more than five esponses?,
4% What conclusions, if any, did you draw from th s

exercise?

4:00 E. Ask the entire group, "What aresreasons for not actively-
and continuously pursuing sex equality?" Your purpose
here is to get these out in theuopen. Let peoPle
know that if they want excuses/reasons not to become .
involved in this area, there are plenty of them
Use your powers of influence/persuasion (natura?
authority) to convince them that this-is the right
thing to do and will ultimately benefit all of us.

,4:10 F. Distribute the handout "Rate Yourself and Your. InstitUtion
- A Checklist." Explain to participants that this is
anothier- tool to_help them assess how they're doir4.

4:15 VIII. Evaluation

Purpose: To restive feedback on the methods and results
of the training. .

A." Give eacp participant a copy of the "Workshop
Evaluation" and ask them to canplete it now.

B. A special note to frainers: Consider-all of the informa-
,,

tion you receive frOm the-evaluations. You tay decide'
to change parts of,the workshop or the style you use
in presenting material.- This is how a competent
leader becomes-more competent. Please don't read the
evaluations as a perfect person'who perceives'any
criticism as proof of imperfection. This-approach
will usually be characterized by your having feelings
of anxiety and a nagging sensation of not doing well,
as well as resentment toward the person who didn't like
everything yoU did.
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4:30 Distribute Bibliographies

,

,216
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"Suggested Resources," "Audiovi"sual Materials on'Sex-Itole
Stereotyping," "Guidelines for Assessment of Sex Bias and
Sex Fairness in Career Interest Ioventories."
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1 ONE-DAY (SIX-HOUR) TRAINING MODULE

An outline of the one-day modUl.e foll6w. Plbase refer to the
specific directions for activities and dissemination of information
listed in the.two-day training inodule.

4

9:30' I. Introddction

9:40 II. Orientation
e 40

9:45 III. Community Building

10:00 ) IV. Facts I Thought 4 Knew About Sgxism in Society/
Education/Counselfng

10:30 Break

10:45 . V. Individualizing Sexism or. Sex Equality Experiences That
Have Made an Impact On Me

11:45 VI. Individualizing Sexism With f biscriminatioft Life Line
Or' Sex Equality Experiences That Have Made a Positive
Impact On Me

12:30 Lunch

1:30 VII. Experiential Techniques You Can Learn and Take Back
to Teach Your Counselors and Students

:45 Break.

3:00 VIII. Counseling Interventions for Nontraditional Career
Choices

4:15 IX. Evaluation

4:30 Dismissal.



TWO:HOUR TRAINING MODULE

An outline of the two-hour module follows. Please refer to the'
specifid directions for,activities and dissemination of information
listed in the two-day training module.

The primary objectives of this module are to increase participants'
awareness of their own and 'others' experiences in sex discrimination and
to learn what they can do about them.

10:00 I. Introduction

A. Introduce leaders.

B. Dive information on the organization, make-up, and
work o'f' the national commission.

C. Provide rationale.

D. Outline goal and Objectives.

0 1. .Goal: To increase sex equality in the training
and supervision of counselors.

2. Objettives: To helhi each participant to:

a. Increase awareness and examine personal
attitudes relating to female and male roles.

.b. Increase knowledge of the impact of recent
legal and economic changes relating to male
and female roles

10:15 II. Community Building

10:30 III. Facts I Thought I Knew About Sexism In Society/Education4
Counseling

,
)

11:00 IV. Individualizing Sexism.With a Discrimination Life Line
or Sex tquality.Experiences That Have Made a Positive ,,

Impact On Me

11:45 Where Do We to From Here?

'Purpose: To disseminate informaitpn on how participants__
can conduct further trainingin sex equality concerns.
and tiow_they-tan systematically assess what they are
dotng

A. Tell participants about,the one- and two-day work-
shops ind'how thie material from these workshops can
be integrated into'existing classes, staff meetings,
or inservice training.

B. Dis4ibute copies of the handouts'entitled, "Checklist
for hssessing Bias in the Counseling ProcRss,"

42 44
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"Career Materials," "Interest Inventories," and
"Vocational Educat1on4; "Rate Yourself as an

-Institution." Encourage participants to use
these instruments personally and with colleagues
in their work setting.

C. Distribute copies of the bibliographies.

.11:55 VI. Evaluation

A. Ask participants td complete the statements

learned . .11

2. "I need . . . .11

12:00 Dismissal

+1
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Another resource that has been developed to help counselors promote%

sex equality is A Handbook for Workshops on Sex Equality.
2

The activities

of the Sex Equality in Guidance Opportunities (SEGO) Project were

carried out under a 19-month contract from the Office of Education to the

American Personnel and Guidance Association from June 1974 through January
1976. This was the first nationally coordinated effort to train and

place in each state a trainer skilled in the issues of sex equality.

Approximately 320 workshops were held under the Project's direction

and funding in 1975..

The goals of the Project were to help counselors, teachers, and

administrators to: (a) become aware of th, need to rid Oidance programs

11/

of sex role stereotyping; (b) broaden a deepen awareness of.and

sensitivity to the myths and stereoty ng that support sex bias and

sex discrimination; (c) recognize the double discrimination affecting

minority girls and women; (d) recognize the need for attitudinal and

behavioral change in one's own sex role stereotyping; and (e) develop

a commitment to encourage.a similar change in others. The outline of

a typical workshop is listed herei For specific activities and resources
1

to be used in the workshop, the reader is.referred to the Handbook.

2
Information onA Handbook for Worksho s on Sex Equality may be

obtained from the AmeiTa-6-Persorifiel and Gui ance Association at
Two Skyline Place, Suite 400, 5203 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, VA 22041 .
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A Handbook for Workshops on Sex Equal ity

8:30 a.m. Registration and Gathering Time

Have participants fill out name tags with school or
agency affiliations. On a central registration sheet
at the door write names, affiliations, and mailing
addresses. Try to have everything ready so that at
8:30 you are free to circulate and talk. This will
help you get some perspective on the attitudes of
your group before the workshop begins.

9:00 Welcome

Give a very brief ou tline of the day's plans. At this
workshop participants will:

9:05

- .Participate in a "working" workshop because you know
they want their time to be well spent.
Gather information and ideas for sex equality in
education.

Engage in some.activities to point up these ideas.
- View a film (or whatever media you have planned).
Have a one-hour lunch period.
Deve)op their own strategies for change.
Begin right away with an activity.

Opening Activity

Break up into small groups of no more than four or five,
with women and men in each group. Encourage people to *
form groups with those they don't already know. Use .11

the count-off method if necessary.

Circulate among the groups while they are working.
Listen unobtrusively and do not get involved with the
group's plans or in answering involved questions. You
want their thinking at this point, not yours.

You may pia up material (misinformation, stereotypes,
etc.) to which you will wish to.respond in your own
presentation without, of course, identifying anyone in
the group.

Have each small group report/back with their ideas and
information.

9,120 Overview of Sex E uality in Education
11

A

You will now know something about tAe attitudes and level
of the group. Make your first informational presentation
using the backup material in the workbook.

Review the statistical reality which indicates the need
for a fresh look at our long-range projections for our
students (page 3).

. 45
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10:00

Emphasize legal requirements for sex equality in
educational institutions based on Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972. Indicate that you will'
give more details on Title IX later in the day.
Point out"the double discrimination which affects
women and girls' of cultural and ethnic minorities
citing some of the statistical information.
Highlight significant areas where school systems can
expand or constrict the aspirations and expectations
of students through:
--different treatment and expectations for girls and

boys

--curricular materials .

--counseling and guidance activities and materials
--sports activities

Allow time for questions and discussion.

Group Activity

Try to be flexible enough tvitbe responsive to the group.
This will become easier as you gain mere experience. Now
Inay be the time for a complicated activity involving
small groups, or a large group activity such as 1(4ting
adjectives traditionally associated with males or females.
Your choice also may be dependent on time factors.

If the previous'discuSsion and question period mas of
some length, you may need to do a short activity or
eliminate ,Wiltogether.

Media Presentation

Have everything ready, so that the equipment need only
be rolled into position and turned on..

Allow (line for discussion of the presentation.

10:30 Break

10:45 Title IX

Explain that you are highlighting Title IX, that you don't
claim to be an expert on the law.

If you have sent away for free copies of Title IX and
its impTementing Regulation, you can pass them out and,
using your own already marked cppy, take the group through
the Regulation highlighting some areas.

This procedure makes the law real by making it specific.
It becomes soMething each person can read and understand.

DePending on the composition of ydur group, different
areas may be emphasized. General highlights:

No sex-discriminatory classes or sex-discHminatory
requirements such as shop or home economics. .
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No sex discriminatory work-study programs.
No sex-biased counseling or counseling materials.
Integrated physical education classes.
Equal opportunity in sports.

Questions and discussion.

T'or thOse who would like additional informotion on the
law, you can offer the address of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Office for Civil Rights,
Washington, D.C., and the addresses of the ten regional
offices. These offices will provide more detailed
explanation.

11: 15 Group Activity

Selection depends on the needs of the griloup and time factor.

11:30 Display of PrintekMaterial

If you have set up a displaytable of materials, take the
time to go over it and highlight one selection from different
areas: counseling, currlculum, statistics, etc.

It helps to hold up a book or a pamphlet, state its
title, tell what it covers, perhaps show an example:
A Women's Burtau pamphlet on statistics can be identified
and one or two important statistics cited.

Give participants time to browse through the material and
suggest they continue to do so during lunch.

12:00 Lunch

It is preferable to eat on-site for two reasdns:

1. Persons don't get delayed at restaurants thereby
holding up or missing part of the afternoon session.

2. More important, staying together informally, perhaps
with a brown bag lunch, allows participants to talk '

to each other and to the leader and generally process
the information delivered in the morning.,

1:00 Short Media Presentation or a Time for Questions

Ask the participants if they have any _questions, they would
like to raise as a result of the morningls,work. By
now, participants should 'feel more comfortable with
each other and might now offer some questions which
they were not ready to share in the morning.

1:30 Strategies for Change

k- -Talk about the need to use and to pass along the information
,

and ideas they 'have gained during the day. Break into
small groups and begin to develop change strategies.
Assign "Career Awareness Night" to some groups and'have

11.
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others work on "My Colleagues." Share problems and .

solutions with the total group:

Do "The Buck Stops Here" and discuss in:small and large
groups.

2:30 Closing Remarks

Summarize:

. Expanding and changing roles of girls and...boys, men
and women;

. The need to look freshly at old stereotypes; and

. Title IX and other related laws which make sex
discrimination in schools illegal:

If you can provide the service, ask the group if they would
like the r,egistration list duplicated and sent to each
member so that they can be resources for each other.

,

If you cannot do this, perhaps someone else in the group
will take on the job. .

2:50 Evaluatton Sheets

If you are using an evaluation,sheet, ask participants
to fill it out now.

Many individuals are uncomfortable about handing in an
evaldtion sheet if they think the leader will know
whose.it is. We recommend unsigned comment forms.
Ask them to leave the evaluation in a suitable place--
'perhaps a chair near the front of the room--rather
than hand it to your

After'the, Workshop Is Over

Many 'persons with one last question will want to speak
to you at the end of the day. Be sure your schOule
does not require you to leave before you.respond to these
individuals. This time may provide extra impetus'for ,

some participants to decide finally on a commitment to
change.

5 0
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Programs That Promote Sex Eqp t

This section describes two programs and two seful resources that

promote'sex equity: Projecf HEAR (Human Educational Awareness Resource);

Equal Vooational Education; Sex Discrimination in Guidance and Counseling;

and Correction of Sex Discrimination and Sex Stereotyping in Education.

Project HEAR

Project HEAR (Human Educational Awareness Resource) is,a career

education program that was developed by Cogent Associates (1977)3 of

Princeton, New Jersey. The materials are designed for use at the

primary, intermediate, and secondary levels. The emphasis in each level

is on thOrself. Accord.ing to the HEAR material, only when the self is

understood can the person explore the world of work and make wisp

career choices.

Students who use HEAR are exposed to: (a) the concepts of growth,

and change; (b) the ingr-edients of self (needs, skills, strengths,

aptitudes, feelings, motivations); (c) a variety of work-related

Information and how this information relates tO self; (d) the art of

choosing, with practice in looking at alternatives and Making decisions.

The Project HEAR material is experiential, encouraging individualization,

participation, disagreement, discussions, group process, and assisting

participants to acquire skills that answer questions about "'Who am I?"

"What is work?" "What are my choices?" "How do I make a decision'?"

Project HEAR's'developers delineate the following goals for each

school level:

1. Elementary school students who,participate ih the program will

show a significant Changf in attitudes towards the world of work as t

evidenced by a change in 154*qp.ption of occupational stereotypes; and

a change in preference for sq-aTylechronic occupations, that is.

octupations in which men/women outnumtSetb: other y a ratio ()T.

2-1.

-

3
Address of Cogent Associates is 575 Ewing Streelt, Princeton, NJ,

08540.:

c-
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2. Middle school students who participate In the prograth wil

demonstrate a significant increase in knowledge of the world of work.

3. Secondary school students who, participate in the program will

demonstrate a significant increase in.consistency of occupational

preference with occupational interest.

Project HEAR was field tested and-evaluated over a three-year

period by the developers. In addition, a U.S. Office of Education

validation team termed Project'HEAR a program which "has acquired

statistically and educationally significant results in the attainment

of its goals, proved cost effective, and is exportable" (Cogent Associates,

P. 7).

Project HEAR's Material can be implemented in any classroom with

minimum training by teachers and administrators. The costs of imple-

mentatioK involve staff training and purchasing the materials.

The learning units for each grade level are outlined below:

Primary Learniflj Unit

. A. 30 consumable individual Student Workbooks, "Whatcha Gonna Be?,"
designed to give students knowledge about self, the'world of work, and
decision-making skills.

0
B. A Teacher's Manual designed to give teachers the rationale for.

HEAR's curriculum, the philosophy, the learning sequence, an explanation
of each activity contained in the Student Workbook, plus additional
suggested activiites and discussion topics.

C. 30 nonconsumable, individual "Storybooks" containing two
original fiction short stories: "Everybody Gets Scared Sometimes,"
and "Dreams Sometimes Have to Walt." These stories are intended to
portray men and women in realistic alternative role models; to expose
students to a variety of occupations; and to promote discussion about
feelings, emotions, and the affirmation of a positive self-image.

D. A cartooned film-strip and accompanying cassette, "What Can
I Be?" intended to encourage students to view traditionally stereotyped
occupational roles as suitable for both men and women.

E. A set of 30 slides, "Images," to be used in conjunction with
those sections of the Student Workbook concerned with self-exploration
and exploration of the world of work.

f `
'Intermediate LeirningUnit

. A. 30 consumable individual Student Workbooks, "Whatcha Gonna Do?,"
designed to,give students knowledge about self, the world of work, and ,

decision-making skills.
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B. A Teacher's Manual to serve the same purposes outlined for
the Primary Learning Unit.

C. 30 nonconsumable individual storybooks, "A Couple of Compendious
Vignettes or Two ShOrt Stories," and two original fiction short stories,
"What do you do at the hospital. Mom?" and "The missing link." TheSe
stories are used in conjunction with the Student Workbook section on
the world of work-and focus'on 18 occupations within the occupational
fields of Health and Govei.nment which are projected to expand over the
next ter years. Special care has been taken to ensure the nonstereotypic

d portray 1 of the characters.

D. "Images" (see Primary Learning Unit), with an additional 18
slides'ipicturing 18 persons performing-nons'tereotyped occupations.

. An instructional-simulation card game, "HEAR's Careers,"
desigled to give students information about the education and/or
training requirements for a selected set of,careers; the differences

. and relative degrees of difficulty for males and females in achieving
those careers,\ Career Record Sheets are included with the game.

F. 30 nonconsumable individual legal rights Irochurei entitled,
"A Guide For Women: The Law h Employment," designed,to acquaint young
women with their rights and responsibilities in the world of work.

Secondary Learning Unit

A. 30 consumable individual Student Workbooks, "Working It Out,'
designed in a self-leaching response-reinforcement format. Students
move from-exploration of self-awareness to exploration of social aware-
ness, concluding with experiences in deCision-making.

B. A Teacher's Manual to serve the same purposes as outlined for
tha Primary Learning Unit.

C. A cartooned filmstrip, and acconipanxing cassette, "The, Dreamer,w
dosigned to acquaint students with the concept that any decision relating
to occupational choice is directly correlated and begins with knowledge .

about self.

D. A manual 'key-sort, "Occupational Resource Card System,",
containing 850 occupations derived from the ten occupational clissifica-
tions ofthe DiCtionary of Occupational Titles. Eact occupation is
coded .according to 18 variables of occupational charactetistics. In
the process of using the system, the student acquires both the specific
occupattonal information and practice in establishing priorities among
job-related variables.

t. 30 nonconsumable individual legal'rights brochure's, "A Gutde
is

For Women: The Law & Employment," designed to acquaint young women
with thetr rights and responsibilities in the world of work.

Equal Vocational Education

Equal Vocatiopal Education (EVE) is authored by Jane Lerner et al,
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Texas educators were concerned that girls in .Texas were not

participating fullY in vocatiOnal education programs. The concern

was whether this small number represented a lack of interest on the

part of the girls or whether it indicated discriminatory practices in

recruitment. Using Part C research funds, the Texas Education Agency"

decided.to answer this question. By-committing its own funds for

'research, Texas- was.among he first States in the nation to research

the problems of vocational education for females.

The Center for Human Resources of the University of Houston was

funded in 1975 by the Division9f Occupational Research and DevWpment
to develop,a model prom-am foreschools in Texas to eliminate discriMina-,

'''tfon in the technical and industrial vocational programs. Sam Houston
High School was chosen as the deMonstration school for the development

.0
o+ the project activities because it was a large urban Nigh school

with both academic and programs. Sam Houston's student

population included three e hnit groups: Anglo, Spanish-surhamed, and
Black. Auto mechanics, radio and telexisiorgpair, air.conditioning
and refrigeratton, meta1,4rades, and environmental technology were

itsfoiAthe tradft-Whly male vocational courses taught at Sam liooston. Before
the 'research-koject began, no girls were either enrolled or Tegister'ed

to enroll in'any of these courses.

The primary objective:of the project was to develoo a model

'adaptabie.thronhout Tex.as thit would enable schoOT

develop and maintaih female enrollment in vocational programs that had

traditionally been dominated.by males. The project also'.had secondary
ob3ect1tilk.

4
(a) providing information to-female students about theA

'educationll and career opporturiities available thropgh v9cational

education; (b) 'recruitcnsi fenales into.traditionally male.vocation'al

.classes; (cl providing the necessary support services to.females enrolled
in,the traditionally_male voCati6na1 cobrses; (d) inforining tehers,

parents, and the community in general about the availabllity.of'good

jobs for.womemin.fields traditionallY-dominated.bY men.and the abllity
of women to pieform in these jobs.; 'and (e) iinpr:o40 the mage'Of'

- %vocational education so that stlidents, parentscand teachers would see .A

it as ae.viable alternafive to traditional academic cours'Is.
a.
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In order to e'ialuate the effectiveness' of the project activities,

a pre/post questionnaire was developed and administered t6 potential

female stUdents while they wer;e in junior high school. The questionnaire

-414cluded the following areas: attitudes toward women working, toward

women in traditionally Male jobs, toward vocational education, and.toward

nontraditional vocational' courses for girls; information about women in

the labor market; and projections about the females' future plans'. One

of the'primary findings of the pretest was how little females knew

about the labor market and their own futures in it.

During the 1975-76 school year, six females were recruited into

auto mechanics, radio and television, and plumbing. The project staff

communicated frequently with the girls to monitor their progress and

to solve any problems that arose. The staff also developed a formalized

recruitment program that could be adopted by othel schools during the

1975-76 school year. The program was a' self-contained classtoom

presentation and included games, slide/tape presentations, case stUdies,

and labor forbe data As stimulus materials.

The project was piloted with 228 sophomore gitls at Sam Houston

who filled out,an evaluation form after each class. Project staff

felt that the evaluations were positive. Programs were...later scheduled
#in nine other high, schools. Two girls graduated'with skills in plumbing

and auto mechanics. Others signed,up for auto mechanics, air conditioning,

metals, radio and television, and p1,40ing.

The staff: made the following recommendations:

1. EverY vocational prograM in the State should-examine all

vocational materials to see if they do truly depi.dt,both sexes in all

areas.

2. All exhibits, publicity, news articles, and brochures ti4t

relate to ail)/ training or career should show both males and finales

in every area.

3. Other materials in the counselort offices4 should be ;:.eviewe'd

for possible sexist orientation.

4. Teachers and counselors shbuld,mAke every effort to get to

know employers in their community.

5. Women in skilled/craft jobs in the area should be recruited as

speakers in the classroom.

55.
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Sex Disceimination in Guidance and Counseling

/ The main foeus'oi "Sex Discriminat An Guidance and Counseling"

by Harway, et al. is on vocational guidance in secondary and post-
e,

secondary education. The report identifies six areas which contribute

to sex .discrimination in guidance and counseling by counselors,

clients, and counselor echicators: cis

1. Socialization.r.which playS an important role in shaping thee
education and career.decisions'of young people, reflecting the sex-role
biases of the surrounding society.

2. The'counselor training field, reflecting the biases and sex-
\

role stereotypes of the larger society.

3. Counselor trainers and training rationales which reinforce
e)cisting biases or produce attitudes and values that interfere with
yquitable counseling practices.

4. Tests (personality, interest) and other source materials used
to assess clients and assist them with their educationalcvocational,
and pdrsonal decisions, refletting sex-role biases.

-5. Negative outcomes of counseling; reflected in students' educa-
tional and career 4eckions which indicate acceptance of sex-role
stereotypes.

6. Use of traditional approache's in counselor training and
procedures that maintain stereotypes.

One objective of counseling according to Harway, et alp is to

expose studentsAo all the possible goals for which they can strive.

These authors define sex.bias in counseling as any, condition which

limits a client's options solely because of gender, Including Oimiting

exOreS'sion of certain kinds of behavior because these have been

tradttionally appropriate for one...sex. Sex bias in counseling in

many cases is overt, e.g., the counselor.suggests that a feMale not

enroll in math because females are not good in math. On the other

hand, sek bias can ,be covert, e.g., the counielor suggests that females

excel in jobs that are clerical in.nature.

Harway, et al. challenge counselors to play a more active role in

encou'raging women to seek nontraditional careers. and charge them With --

the responsibility for helping-Women to develop to their fullet

.capacities rather than along stereotypical-lines,

The report also:includes research data on student background

characteristics that may affect the counselimg setting; the effects
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of 'socialization On the sexes; sex-rolelperceptioni, sell-concepend

achievement motivation;.the composition.by sex and race of counselor ,.

trainers and counselors in practice; counselor training and certification

Programs; the effects of race and sex on counselor behavior and the

attitudes counselors hold towti'd the two sexes; surveys, tests, materials,

theories of guidance, textbooks through the years; and counseling theory

specifically as it affects the sexes.

The authors make the following recommendations for future research:

High School Level

1. More minority women than men complete high school.and go on

to postsecondary education. Disproportionate numbers.of minority men

may perceive that thelr options are limited to post-high school employ-

ment or to military-service. How influential is the military in channeling

minority men out of the educational mainstream?

2. Traditionally, programs for the disadvantaged have tried to

change indiyidual students rather than the school systems that produce

those students. Some educators suggest that the money spent on such

programs could be better used in attempts to change the institutions that

produce differentially prepared and motivated students. Researchers

should examine the school system and the counseling (both informal and

formal) that result in dtherential treatment, with an eye toward

changing both.

College Level

1. College counseling services are often segmented, utilizing

sewrate locations for vocational services, job counseling and placement

services, financial aid counseling, and personal-social counselingh.

Does this specialization and lack of coordination have*differential

effects on men and women?

2. At the college level 'there appears to be a hierarchy in student

counseling. Many counselors give top status to personal-social counseling

and setond-class status to vocational counseling. What effut do these

dttftudes have on the counseling a.student receives?

3. How are assignments of students to counselors mide?" Are the

race and sex of bcith partiesioKstdered? is a student assigned to the

first counselor available?
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c---/ 4. $ome colleges are experimenting with outreach xounseling programs,

--.1* that:is, counselorA are assigned to certain subject areas or to particular

schools. *re 'Aen counselors assigned to engineering and women counselors

to home e+omics? Such assignments would have clear implications for

the two sexes.

Correction of Sex Discrimination and

Sex Stereotyping in Education

,....

Sex Discrimination and Sex Stereotyping in Education by Allen, et al.

examines legislation whi affects sex discrimination in education; myths
and employment of women; uture trends in employment, counseling, teacher

behavior, instructional materials; solutions for change; and the importance*

of having women represented in administrative positions in public education.

These authors identify four myths associated with the employment of women
that must be corrected before opportunitiesin education and emplvment
are equalized.

Stereotype I: Girl.s will marry and will spend the.rest of their

lives in the suburbs.happily raising children and_keeping house. .

Stereotype II: Woten are really happy as they are aild do not want
s,

_

to work; they are not wi ling to take on the heavy responsibilities-of
men.

Stereotype III! Women are not available for jobs involving late
hours, overtime, or weekend work or travel because they are busy running

homes and raising children.

Stereotype IV: Neither men nor women like to be superw4ed by

women; thus, women should not be placpd in responsibility-laden positions.

According 0 these authors, sex discrimination and sex stereotyping

occur before a person ever begins formal education--when little girls

dressed in pink play with dolls and little boys dressed in blue play
)
with trucks; when girls "automatically" play purses or secretaries

and toys play doctors or policemen. These early attitudes are molded
through the ifiteractionssof family, peer, religious, and community

influenes.

Allen, et al. suggest a number of reasons for the persistence of
Aex labels in certain jobs:
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1. Teaching, nursing, and secretarial work have traditionally

4 been classified as "cheap" labor even though these occupations are

actually skilled labor.

2. TIllinin.g required for these occupations is acquired before

employment; thus employerS need not invest time and money in training

on the job.

3. Since these lower level jobs do not require longzlerm commit-

ments or extensive sacrifi'ee of time, they are well suited to the job

requirements of individuals classified as "second income earners.P

, 4. The universal availability of these occupations lends itself

to the mobility of married women.

5. These jobs have traditiona4ly been held =by women.

Allen, et al. offer the following suggestions for avoiding seiist

discrimination:

1. Change course titles, such as "autobody repairman" to "autobody

mechanic."

2. Distribute cptalogues and brochures describing vocational

programs without the emphasis on sex-stereotyptng. For instance,

avoid the exclusive use4of the pronoun "he" when referring to most

programs and "she" when referring to secretarial ond nursing courses.

I. Re-arrange ph sical facilities of the classes traditionally

attracting male or f ale students so that they are situated near

each other.

P4. Publicize course offerings in nontraditional locations such

as beauty shops, or in the women's section of news.papers or bank

mailers.

5. Increase the ratio of females to males on advisory committees.

It will take counselors, teachers, administrators, students, publishers,

and the community in general working together to eradicate many of the

stereotypes prevaTent today in employment opportunitieslor women.

Legislation Which Promotes Sexlquity

The Women's Educational Equity Act

The Women's Educational Equity ActqWEEA), part of ESEA,- was enacted
7

on August 21, 1974. Its main function has.been to provide, through grants
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and contracts, educational equity for women and girls. In 1978, as

part of [SEA and WEEA, the Women's Program Staff of the Office of,

Education ran a discretionary grants program'to fund projects'with high

replicability and wide impact.- The Act authorized the creation of
the Naiional Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs to

advise on the attainment of educational equity.

The Career Education,Incentive Act

The CatTer Education Incenti,ve Act Was signed by President Carter

in December, 1977. The Act authorizes $400 million over a five-year

period for career education, and emphasizes the elimination of sex

bias and stereotyping in all prolgram areas.

Title IV--The Higher Education Act of 1965 (Student Assistance)

Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 19654provides federal

financial assistance to needy students in postsecoldary education. Five

programs are included in this Adt: (1) BEOG--Bas'ic Educational Opportunity

Grant Program; (2) SEOG-7Supplemenp1 Educational Opportunity Grant; (3) .40.

SSIG--State Student Incentive Grant; (47 CWS--College Work-Study Program;

(5) TRIO--Special Programs for Students from Disadvantaged Backgrounds,

Special Services for Disadvantaged Students, and Talent Search. The

SEOG and CWS are financial aid programs based at local institutions.

Students applying for the BEOG must go through a national application

process. The TRIO program.arespecial projects designed to overcome

cultural, economic,'or physical handicaps and other obstacles that prevent

talented students fruit, completing secondary or postsecondary education.

Title IV--The Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Desegregation of Public Schools)

Title IV is the.only national program with funds designated to

provide technical assistance in overcoming sex discrimination in

elementary and secondary sthools. It provides expert consultation

and employment training to public school with problems or special

needs incident'to desegregation.A the asis of race, color, religion,

sex, nastional origin, or language.

Title V--The Higher Education Act of 1965 (Cooperative EducatIon)

This prog m is designeVto assist pbstsecondary institutlapsomin
.

.
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developing, strengthening, or expanding education programs which

combine wont,and study experiences. The purpose of the employment-is

- to enable students to obtain funds for.their education and job experience

related to their academic or occupational objectives. Title V also

ptovides grants and contracts for training administrative personnel

end conducting rese rch into ways to improve programs. Institutions

participating in t is program are required to match the federal funds

they receive.

Title VI--The Educ tion Amendments of 1976 (Title III, Par:t D, Guidance
and Counseling

This program authorizes three guidance and counseling initiatives:

1. Provide programs, projects, and leadership activities by the

states.

2. Increase coordination of guidance and counSeling activities

at federal, state, and local levels.

3. Improve the.qualifications of .guidante and counseling personnel

with emphasis on inservice training related to the world of. work.

Title VII--The Elementarj and'6econdary Education Act

This program provides funds foriteducational research as well as

special programs.,for students from low-income families, for other

disadvantaged children, and for other purposes.

Title IXRegulations Implementinqjducation Amendments of 1972

Title IX prohibits sex discrimination in Education. It states that:

No person in the United States shall, on the basis
of sex, be excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination' under any education program or
activity r6ceiving/Federal Mancial assistance.

Recruiting students. The recruitment of students is not an iss4,

at the elementary and secondary levels. It is an important concern to

postsecondary institutions because of the growing competition for iQl.lege
.

students. Title IX addresses issues in the recruitment process tha

involve written materials, e.g., brochur8, catalogues, and applications.

Recruiters and admissions personnel must make sure they do not discrimi-

nate against women in their campus units, intervirs, and correspondence.

J
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Admission programs. Title IX exempts only the following types of

institutions from its admissions provisions: Orivate undergraduate

institutions, preschools and elementary and 'seconddry schools (other

than vocational), and single-sex Oblic undergraduate institutions.

The following types of institutions must adhere to Title IX sex

discrimination admissions policy: public coeducational undergraduate

institutions, vocational schools (including vocaltional high schools),

profes'sional schools, and graduate schools.

Awardinl of financial aid. The financial aid practices of an

institution are not exempt from the requirements of Title IX, even

though admissions policies may be. The law requires that in awarding

financial assistance to its students, an institution mainot, on

the basis of sex:
At

1. Provide different amounts or types of such assistance, limit

eligibility for such assistance, apply different criteria, or otherwise

discriminate.

2. Through solicitation, listing, approval, provision of facilities,

or other services, assist any foundation, trust, agency, organization,

or person which prpvides assistance to any of such recipient's students

in a.manner which discriminates on the basis of sex.

3. Apply any rule or assist in application of any rule concerning

eligibility for such assistance which treats persons of one sex

differently from persons of the other sex with regard to marital or

parental status (P. 24142, 86.37).

Counseling students. In reference to the counseling of students,

Title IX states that:

1. A recipient shall not discriminate against any person on the

basis of sex in the counseling or guidance of %students or applicants

for admission.

2. A recipient which uses testing or other materials for appraising

or counseling students shall not use different materials for students on

the basis of their sex or use materials which permit or require different

treatment of students on such basis unless such different materials
A

A

cover the same occupations and interest areas and the use of such

different materials is shown to be essential to eliminate sex
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bias. Where the use of a counseling test or other instrument results

in substantially disproportionate numbers of members of one sex

in any particular course of studY>or classification, the recipient

shall take such action as is necessary to assure itself that such

disproportion is not the result of discrimination in/the instrument

or its application.

, 3. Where a recipient finds that a partitular class contains a

substantially disproportionate number of individuals of one sex, the

eecipient shall take such action as is necessary to assure itself that

such disproportion is not the result of disCrimination on the basis of

sex in counseling or appraisal"materials or by counselors. (P. 24141, 86.36)

Single-sex courses and programs. If institutions offer home economics
only to females and auto mechancis only to males, this is a violation of
Title IX. Courses must be open to all students. Some courses will

continue to consist primarily of one sex because of different interest
patterns of women and men.

Vocational education programs. Title IX prohibits discrimination

in vocational education programs, including vocational programs at the
high school level.

Vocational education programs must adhere to the open admission

policy in accepting females and males on an equal basis. Female students
will enroll in many of the programs that-have been dominat'ed by. male

students. Some vocational educational programs may continue to be

dominated by male students simply because of high male interest in these

areas rather than discrimination:

Recommendations

1

.The author recommends that the following actions be taken by those

who w9iild se'ek to eliminate sexual discrimination in education:

A. -Counselor education programs should include sex equity workshops

as part of the total graduate program.

2. Counselors and counselor educators should attend sex equity
workstiops.

3. Men in the counseling profession should assist in conducting

sex equity workshops.
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'4. More men should attend 'Sex equity workshops.

5. Counselors need to be strong advocates of legislation which

seeks to remove traditional barriers.against women.

6. Counseling education programs that promote sex equity should

be identified,by some 'Divisio4 with the American Personnel ind Guidance

Association.

7. Counselors should work to eliminate biases they hold,against

women

A. Institutions should promote more women to department chairpersons

in counselor education programs.

9.. Continual efforts should be made to elect women fo key positions

in APGA. ?

10. The federal;government must monitor more closely programs

that A designed to promote sex equity.

11. Additional research is needed to determine whether student

personnel departments are meeting the needs of women students.

12. Sex equity programs must begin in kldergarten classes.

, 13. Women students must be encouraged to enroll in nontraditional

programs.
4

14. financiol aid officers should encoura4 ge' women to apply for

grants and fellowships rather than loant to financo their education.,,

15. Colleges and universities should encourage employment recruiters

to employ'women.

16. Employers who have demonstrated that their programs treat the

sexes equally should coritinue to parttcipate in college career day

programs.

17. Higher educational institutions should provide child care

centets for women sttidemts.

18. Women, students need female role modAs in higher education.

Summary
\

This monograph has attempted fo identify the role of the student

personnel worker in counseling women students returning to higher

education; examine the needs of women students--social, psychological,
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and academic; discu-S---rea,sont-why,,wom'en return to "school,, examine

evidence indicating whether womAn-stOenti,utilize a student personiiil:

department; and highlight.the need for ch-in§inlrl.podifying admissions
,

requirements of colleges.and universities.
.

Two workshops that promote sex equity, developed in conjuncfitm,:-

with the American Personnel and Guidance Association, were outlined.

These werkshops_are designed for counselors, counselor,educators,

administrata-s, leachers, students, and anyone engaged in ii;e-ftelpinu

professions. Sev-era,T hodel .programs that promote sex equity-were also-------,

discussed. These programS'imlicate what an institution and/or local

communify-can do to eradicate discrithination, against women and girls.

Some of these programs can be adopted by other irTilitutions with minimal

personnel training and cost. The final part of the paperevtftwed
3.,

legislation which addresses sex discrimination in educational institutions.

College adMinistrators, counselors, andifaculty members must

realize that they are working with a new breed of women students. These

students are seeking nontraditional majors (science, law, engineering) '

instead of traditional ones (nursing, teaching). Educators Must be

prepared to assistand encouragellmen students as they make these

choices.

In many cases, colleges must update admissions requirements 'to

eliminate some traditional requirements that often'create barriers for

,women wantinb td return to school. Institutions of higher learning

must also enploy females to act as successful role models and must design

special programs for women to help them meet their sppcial needs

'an e with the koblems they encounter once they get to the institution.

And, finally, omen are going to benefit fully from the Tecent laws

enacted to promote sexu .suity, many educators milst work to change

their existing attitudes and bias arding the education pf women,

and girls.
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